GROUND OPERATIONS DEVELOPMENT
SWAT I – Operator & Team Tactics

Course Description

Tactical teams and members seek to build sound foundational techniques and tactics based on skills acquired by various military and law enforcement units over the recent years. These tactics have been tested during war, and modified by our cadre for law enforcement use where collateral damage is not acceptable.

This course has been developed to assist the Tactical Team & Operator achieve a firm foundation of proficiency with SWAT tactics and skills necessary for today's tactical teams. Cadre will present tactical operator and team skills, in a positive, controlled physical environment.

Upon completion of this course the tactical operator will have gained operational skills in tactical carbine/pistol, dynamic/deliberate entry and team movement with the skill and confidence to deploy during real world operations.

This is an intense (5) day course that is necessary for teams and operators who are attempting to establish sound tactics validated in a force-on-force curriculum. The course begins with an assessment and the development of the operators' ability to manipulate various weapon platforms, which incorporates the “crawl, walk, run” principles of training. Additional training will be provided on target discretion, low light operations, and exposure to less lethal and diversionary munitions. The student will become proficient with basic deliberate/dynamic linear movements against open area targets, targets within structures, and vehicle assaults. This training will culminate with instruction in all aspects of team operations to allow the operator and team to participate in “force-on-force”, scenario based exercises.

Team Members will receive instruction on the following topics:

COURSE TOPICS:

Flat range
- 8 qualifying/ assessments
- Tactical shooting with rifle and pistol

Building Entry
- Hostage rescue
- Dynamic and deliberate entries
- Low light entries
- Breaches/ failed breaches
- Small team tactics
- Discretionary targets
- Command and control for team leaders
- Flash bang deployment

**Night/low light shooting**
- Pistol and rifle
- Use of weapon mounted flashlights
- Discretionary targets

**Vehicle Extraction**
- Use of PCR techniques
- Hands on techniques to remove suspect from a vehicle

**Vehicle Takedown**
- Single vehicle assault
- School bus assault
- Distraction techniques
- Assault team formations

**Building Entry/ Large Structure**
- Mission planning for team leaders
- Building approach/ tactical flare
- Multiple threats/ discretionary targets
- Team link up points
- H.U.T.S. count

**Scenarios**
- Force on force scenarios with multiple role players

**REQUIRED EQUIPMENT:**
Kevlar helmet and tactical vest/kit
Eye and Ear Pro
Tactical Carbine .223/5.56 with sling
Tactical Pistol .45 or lower with holster
Clothing suited for tactical entry
500 rounds rifle/250 rounds pistol
Semi-Pistol & 250 rounds
Simunition/Paintball Headgear
500 rounds Force on Force Ammo .223 (contact cadre for more information)
Distraction Devices / Less Lethal options & munitions

**TUITION INCLUDES:**
Course Instruction and Certificate of Completion
Rifle Conversion (M4 .223 only)

**FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:** [GroundOperationsDevelopment@gmail.com](mailto:GroundOperationsDevelopment@gmail.com)
**VISIT OUR WEBSITE:** [GroundOperationsDevelopment.com](http://GroundOperationsDevelopment.com)
**CALL:** (904) 509-3662